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Event. 

Te invitamos a festejar este 06 de Diciembre el día de la Armada de México en la división IVAO México. 
Para conmemorar este día, la SEMARV a través del departamento de Operaciones Especiales de IVAO 
Mexico, invita a todos los miembros a participar en este evento. 

We invite you to celebrate this December 6th day of the Navy of Mexico in Mexico IVAO division. 
To commemorate this day, the Virtual Mexican Navy through the Special Operations Department IVAO 
Mexico, invites all members to participate in this event. 

Tipo de operaciones a realizar: 

 Pases bajos de exhibición sobre embarcaciones militares en la bahía de Veracruz. 

 Demostración de ejercicios de Búsqueda y Salvamento (SAR). 

 MEDEVAC - Evacuación medica con Hidroaviones. 

 Demostración de inserción y extracción de infantería de Marina por medio de soga rápida en la cubierta 
del barco. 

http://ivaomxso.weebly.com/mexico-navy-day-2015.html
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 Demostración de fuego real con ametralladora a objetivo de tiro en el agua. 

 Demostración de fuego real con cohetes y misiles a objetivo de tiro en el agua. 

 Bombardeo a una embarcación que se usara para arrecifes de coral. 

Type of operations to be performed: 

 Low pass on military ships in the bay of Veracruz. 

 Demonstration of exercises Search and Rescue (SAR). 

 MEDEVAC - Medical Evacuation with seaplanes. 

 Demonstration of insertion and removal of Marines through fast rope in a ship deck. 

 Demonstration of real fire with a machine gun target shooting in the water. 

 Demonstration of real fire with rockets and missiles to target shooting in the water. 

 Bombing a Mexico Navy vessel that will be used for coral reefs. 

Datos del Evento / Event Data: 
Day: 06 de December del 2015. 
Hour: 2000z - 1400 hour of Mexico. 
Place: Bay of Veracruz; Alert Area MMR108 Albatross. 
Airport: Heriberto Jara Intl/ Veracruz Naval Air Base (MMVR). 
Operations area: MMR108 – Albatross alert area. 
 

Aircraft:  
 Helicopters: 

o SAR: MIL MI17, MD902, AS565, CH53, S61, Black, Jay y SEA Hawk. 
o Airstrike: Any armed helicopter. 

 Jetfighters: F-14, F15, F16, SB39, Eurofighter, etc). 
 Light fighters: PC7, PC9, TEX2, TUCANO, etc. 
 Seaplanes: Cessna 208, etc. 
 Presidential Transport: Boeing 757-200, AS32, etc. 

Task of event: 
 

Task Aircraft Departure Destination Task Chart 

SAR Helicopters MMVR MMVR 
MND_MMR118.pdf 

MND_MMR118_OC.pdf 

MEDEVAC Seaplanes. MMVR MMVR 
MND_MMR118.pdf 

MND_MMR118_OC.pdf 

AISTRIKE 
Jetfighters and light 

fighters 
MMVR MMVR 

MND_MMR118.pdf 
MND_MMR118_OC.pdf 

FAST ROPE Helicopters MMVR MMVR 
MND_MMR118.pdf 

MND_MMR118_OC.pdf 

PRESIDENTIAL 
TRANSPORT 

Transport Airplane 
MMMX 
MMVR 

MMVR 
MMMX 

TRANSPORTE_PRESIDENCIAL.pdf 

PRESIDENTIAL 
TRANSPORT 

AS32 Helicopter MMVR MMVR 
MND_MMR118.pdf 

MND_MMR118_OC.pdf 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 



ATC POSITIONS.  
 

 
 
 

To control the operation, the following ATC positions are designated: 
 

Position Name Callsign Frecc Task 

MMVR_M_APP 
Veracruz TMA 

Military 
Operations 

Control de 
Misión 

 
Mission 
Control 

122.600 
mhz 

Encargado de las operaciones militares del área de 
Veracruz. 
Proporcionará control militar y se encargará de realizar la 
separación entre los tráficos participantes en el evento y los 
no participantes (OAT – GAT). 
 
In charge of military operations in the area of Veracruz. 
It provides military control and is responsible of MARSA for 
conducting the separation of traffic in the event participants 
(OAT) and non-participants (GAT). 

MMVR_TWR Veracruz Tower 
Veracruz 

Tower 
119.750 

mhz 

Encargado del área de Torre. 
Proporcionará Control Civil y Militar. 
 
Tower Manager of Veracruz. 
It provides civil and military control. 

MMVR_APP 
Veracruz 
Approach 

Veracruz 
Approach 

119.500 
mhz 

Encargado de la aproximación del TMA de Veracruz. 
Proporcionará Control Civil y Militar. 
 
Approach Manager of Veracruz TMA. 
It provides civil and military control and it’s responsive of 
MARSA. 

 
 
 

Resources. 
 
Charts and scenery can be found in the official webpage of the event: 
 

http://ivaomxso.weebly.com/mexico-navy-day-2015.html 
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DESCRIPTION OF TASK AND IMAGES.  
 

MEDEVAC. 

The task of medical evacuation can be performed on these naval exercises. 

ROUTE DESCRIPTION. 

1. Takeoff of Veracruz, following the route of helicopters to the Naval School of Anton Lizardo, marked 
on the chart "MND_MMR118.pdf". 

2. OVER Anton Lizardo, wait ATC instructions. 
3. When you get clearance from ATC over Anton Lizardo, continues along the coastline as published in 

the "MND_MMR118_OC.pdf" to the fixed ALBA2 following the published route and hits a low pass on 
the formation of warships to 500 feet. 

4. When you finished the low pass over the formation of ships, continues to ALBA3. 
5. Over ALBA3, veers to the left towards Anton Lizardo. 
6. Over Anton Lizardo continued to ALBA2 following the published route. 
7. Over ALBA2 turn left toward the formation of ships and prepare your water landing. 
8. Lands on the water in the area marked for landing. 
9. Navigate to the boat for MEDEVAC as close as possibly. 
10. Finished MEDEVAC, navigate to the takeoff area. 
11. Takeoff heading toward ALBA3. 
12. Over ALBA3 turn left towards Anton Lizardo and requests authorization RTB. 
13. Over Anton Lizard, turns right hdg to Veracruz VOR. 

 
IMAGE: 
A Cessna 208 sailing a sailboat for medical evacuation. The sailboat is located between the formation of 
warships.  

 
 
 
 
 

 



SAR - HELICOPTER RESCUE AIR EXTRACTION. 

The task of Search And Rescue can be performed on this naval exercise. 

ROUTE DESCRIPTION. 

1. Takeoff of Veracruz, following the route of helicopters to the Naval School of Anton Lizardo, marked 
on the chart "MND_MMR118.pdf". 

2. OVER Anton Lizardo, wait ATC instructions. 
3. When you get clearance from ATC over Anton Lizardo, continues along the coastline as published in 

the "MND_MMR118_OC.pdf" to the fixed ALBA2 following the published route and hits a low pass on 
the formation of warships to 500 feet. 

4. Follow the published route to IP1. 
5. Over IP1, continue directly to the SAR boat and request clearance to the ATC to approach to the boat. 
6. When you have clearance of the ATC, proceed to the boat and make hover maneuver at some feet’s 

over the boat. 
7. Over the boat, do HELICOPTER RESCUE AIR EXTRACTION. 
8. When you finish the SAR operation, go to ALBA3 and prepare RTB. 
9. Do RTB to Anton Lizardo. 

 
IMAGE: 
MD 902 Explorer helicopter carrying medical extraction from a boat. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



FAST ROPE. 

The task of Fast Rope can be performed on this naval exercise. 

The Fast Rope is authorized in the Ship 6 of the warship formation. 

ROUTE DESCRIPTION. 

1. Takeoff of Veracruz, following the route of helicopters to the Naval School of Anton Lizardo, marked 
on the chart "MND_MMR118.pdf". 

2. OVER Anton Lizardo, wait ATC instructions. 
3. When you get clearance from ATC over Anton Lizardo, continues along the coastline as published in 

the "MND_MMR118_OC.pdf" to the fixed ALBA2 following the published route and hits a low pass on 
the formation of warships to 500 feet. 

4. Follow the published route to IP1. 
5. Over IP1, continue directly to the Warship Six (6) and request clearance to the ATC to approach to the 

warship. 
6. When you have clearance of the ATC, proceed to the Ship 6 and make hover maneuver at some feet’s 

over the deck. 
7. Over the ship 6, do FAST ROPE IN THE BACK DECK. 
8. When you finish the FAST ROPE task, go to ALBA3 and prepare RTB. 
9. Do RTB to Anton Lizardo. 

 
 
 
IMAGE: 
 
MD 902 Explorer helicopter carrying insertion of troops in the deck of a ship by fast rope. 
 

 
 
 
 



AIRSTRIKE TARGET 1. 

The task of Fast Rope can be performed on this naval exercise. 

Objective 1 is a boat to be sunk to create an artificial coral reef. 
This target all kinds of weapons are allowed to shoot. 

ROUTE DESCRIPTION. 

1. Takeoff of Veracruz accord with the ATC instructions and go to ALBA1 FIX, following the published SID 
to this naval exercise marked on the chart "MND_MMR118.pdf". 

2. In ALBA1, request clearance to the ATC to entry in Albatross Area. 
3. Check your "MND_MMR118_OC.pdf" Operations Chart. 
4. Cleared the entry to Albatross area, from ALBA1, go to ALBA2, and prepare a low pass over the 

warships formation at 500 feet’s and go to ALBA3. 
5. Over ALBA3 go to ALBA4 and request clearance to make airstrike in T1. 
6. Over ALBA4, follow the airstrike pattern: ALBA4, ALBA5, IP1. 
7. Over IP1, proceed to T1 and attack the warship. 
8. After the attack, go to IMARA FIX. 
9. Over IMARA, inform to the ATC your intentions. 
10. If you want make another attack, go to ALBA6 and follow the airstrike pattern: ALBA4-ALBA5-IP1, 

IP2 or IP3 and make the airstrike in the designated target. 
11. If you want RTB, go to ALBA7 and intercept the 080 outbound radial of VER VOR and go directly to 

VER VOR. 
12. Wait ATC instructions to approach and land. 

 
IMAGE: 

The picture shows a fighter jet approaching Objective 1 for a round of shots. 

 
 
 
 



In the cockpit of a jetfighter image, we see a F18 approaching the target. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



AIRSTRIKE TARGET 2. 

In this target, just allowed rockets, and machine guns. 

This objective is a series of black circles with yellow, mounted on a boat. 

ROUTE DESCRIPTION. 

1. Takeoff of Veracruz accord with the ATC instructions. 
2. Wait ATC instructions accord the type of your aircraft 
3. Follow the route assigned to you marked in the SID and STAR’s chart "MND_MMR118.pdf". 
4. Check your "MND_MMR118_OC.pdf" Operations Chart. 
5. Follow the route assigned in the operations chart to make the LOW/SHOW pass and the airstrikes. 
6. When you want RTB, inform to the ATC and wait instructions of RTB. 

 

 

IMAGE: 

In this picture we see a light attack helicopter, approaching the target 2 

. 

 
 
 
 



 

AIRSTRIKE TARGET 3. 

In this target, just allowed rockets, machine guns and unguided bombs. 

This objective is a blue cross with white background mounted on a boat. 

ROUTE DESCRIPTION. 

1. Takeoff of Veracruz accord with the ATC instructions. 
2. Wait ATC instructions accord the type of your aircraft 
3. Follow the route assigned to you marked in the SID and STAR’s chart "MND_MMR118.pdf". 
4. Check your "MND_MMR118_OC.pdf" Operations Chart. 
5. Follow the route assigned in the operations chart to make the LOW/SHOW pass and the airstrikes. 
6. When you want RTB, inform to the ATC and wait instructions of RTB. 

IMAGE: 

In this picture we see a light attack aircraft, approaching the target 3. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

Event, briefing, charts and sceneries created by: Omar Herrera (139153) MX-SOC 


